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FOR TODAY'S MODERN WORKFORCE,

TRUST WHAT WHIRKS.

Helping you get one step better every day.



CORE SOLUTIONS

Cutting-edge, efficient, 
accurate, secure and easy 
payroll processing every time.

Collect, manage and process 
employee time and attendance 
data efficiently and accurately.

PAYROLL

iSOLVED 
LEARN

Smooth out the complexities 
of benefits with software that 
communicates with your carrier.

Attract talent through the most 
robust platform for recruiting, 
hiring and onboarding.

E-learning solution that allows 
learners an on-demand, 
contextually relevant experience.

Streamlined onboarding that 
walks personnel through every 
step, task and form of orientation.

Deliver tangible outcomes, create a 
better work life and transform your 
company with fully outsourced HR.

TIME

BENEFITS

HIRE

LEARN

ONBOARDING

FULLY 
OUTSOURCED 

HR

✔ We do the data entry + most of the legwork.

✔ If the new system doesn't work out, we will transfer 
    everything back to your old system, free of charge.

✔ We walk you through every step of the transfer.

Whirks provides complete solutions for every phase of the employee lifecycle. 

WE MAKE THE TRANSITION EASY



SIMPLE SUCCESS PLAN

1
Assess your 

current system 
and goals

Work with you to 
develop a plan 
and timeline

Walk with you 
every step of the 

way 

2 3

OUTSOURCED HR SOLUTIONS

ESSENTIALS
HR support, tools, 
and best practices

HR action plan

Best practices manual

Whirks HR academy

Whirks HR support hotline

Poster compliance 
replacement service

ELITE
HRO Manager working 
alongside your team

ESSENTIALS PLUS

Employee handbook creation, 
maintenance, job description 
templates, and policy and 
procedures process review and 
support

Electronic onboarding setup 
support, review, and evolution

Monthly and quarterly check-
ins to discuss HR action plan 
progress, goal setting, and 
action plan

Coaching and support for 
leaders and teammates

Unlimited support

EXECUTIVE
HRO Manager assigned
to working on your team

ESSENTIALS AND ELITE PLUS

Proactive risk management

Organization chart 
development, job description 
creation, and KRAs (key result 
areas) for each position

Employee learning paths, new 
hire process setup, support, and 
evaluation

Climate and culture survey and 
recommendations, rewards and 
recognition system, employee 
and organizational goal 
development

Weekly and quarterly check-ins

Unlimited support
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"While payroll conversions are often difficult, this one went very smoothly. 
Whirks guided us through a thorough and methodical process with adequate 
planning, professional training and excellent support."

Wendy Rotter  —  WeCare Services, Inc.

"We hired Whirks to completely outsourced our HR and payroll functions. 

Over the last 12 months, we have been able to fully transition. We not only have their 
expertise and great service, but the technology they use is perfect for our business. 

We have saved so much time and money with this transition and the service they provide 
makes it feel like they are actual members of our corporate team!" 

Bill Schaffler — President, Ascension Coffee

Whirks provides all the capabilities of mega payroll providers with 
the personal touch of a team that remembers your name. 

"I am in good hands, as always, with you guys. Whirks has been an amazing partner every 
step of the way, and could not have asked for better support along the way."  

James Slaba — Plato's Closet


